Call to Action Cheat Sheet
Call to actions (or C2A) are the few lines which you scatter throughout your book,
to encourage your reader to do something, be it visit your website, or find out
more information about your back end services or up-sell products.
ey must be compelling, benefit orientated and stand out from the rest of the
text. (I usually add small graphics which denotes what you’re wanting them to
perform. So if it’s to visit a website, then I use a little computer graphic, or if it's to
write something down, then a pen icon etc.)
e best type of call to action is where you’re encouraging the reader to visit your
website, so they can see all of your other services and products. To achieve this, you
must ensure that the C2A is tempting enough so that the reader actually follows
your direction. Something that works really well is extra material or free
downloads that are directly linked to the subject you are talking about within the
book.
A very eﬀective way of achieving this, is to have several resource pages that are
collected together, that readers will then have access to. ese can then be grouped
and called something specific, like a ‘booster pack’, ‘toolkit’, ‘toolbox’, or ‘cheat
sheets’. You then refer to this particular toolkit* in your book – and depending on
the subject you’re talking about – link the specific resource PDF (or whatever file
format it is) to that topic. (See examples below)
I don't recommend having lots of call to actions (if you give people too many
choices, they wont do any of them) so I usually include 2 to 3 types repeated
several times..
Ü Call to action #1 = to get the reader to write down their frustrations or
challenges (if applicable)
Ü Call to action #2 = to get the reader to visit your website for more re
sources (usually an area on your main website which contains various
downloads, PDF’s spread sheets etc. – which is password protected)
Ü Call to action #3 = to get the reader to visit a sales page (to upsell to
your back end product, usually with a reader discount code)or to call you.

Example of call to action #1
Why not take 5 minutes to write down your 5 examples, where you feel you can
then implement what you are talking about. en action these examples one by
one until you get result.

Call to Action Cheat Sheet
Example of call to action # 2
1.
2.

Discover/find out/learn/download the specific PDF name from the name
of website online toolkit*/ @ www.nameofwebsitehere.com/toolkit
Visit the website online resource area @ www.nameofwebsite.com/toolkit
for downloads specific to subject you are talking about.

*I’m using the term toolkit as an example; it can be whatever you decide. e writing in green is
where you insert your particular wording.

Example of call to action # 3
To get ahead/be the first to know about how to do whatever subject you’re talking
about then visit www.websitenamehere.com/salesletter (although don’t call it a
sales letter, call it whatever the product name is) to learn how.
Also include an advert at the back of the book that is directly linked to the up-sell
product. Usually with a picture representation of what the product will look like
and a link to the same sales page listed in the example above.

Ideas for your resource pack/tool kit
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

PDF of a particular ‘how to’
An excel work sheet – formatted so that the reader can then fill in their
details.
A downloadable work book – with more in depth information on a
particular subject
In depth glossary – for technical terms and phrases
Members only area of your site – or forum. Or special access to usually
paid for material or programme.

Having a strong and compelling call to action is vital for your book to convert
readers into paying clients and customers, as well as increasing website traﬃc and
garnering profits from your back end services and products. Just remember, keep
them simple and don’t oﬀer too many.
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